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KENYON COLLEGIAN
A

Journal of Student Opinion

LXXXV

Vol.

Gambier, Ohio

December

12, 1958

Speaks
Nearly 600

To

Friday evening, Kenyon
and an audience of about
of some of the
500, composed
Kenyon family and some guests,
were treated to a historical event.
In a lecture entitled "Dimensions,
of Life,"
Levels and the Unity
Professor Paul Tillich for the first
presented, explicitly, his
time
Profphilosophy of Essentialism.
essor Tillich is a leader of the
school of theological thought. He was brought to
the United States some years ago
Niebuhr.
by his friend Reinhold
Here in America, he joined the
faculty of the Union Theological
Seminary and recently has become affiliated with the Harvard
?
??
i
Divinity School.
Tillich's Essentialism (which is
theory
not a new philosophical
but can be found in the works of
Aristotle and Hegel) attempts to
go beyond Existentialism by concerning itself not primarily with
estrangement,
man's
but from
what man is estranged.
He hoped
by defining this essence of man
spirit with a small s
to finally
discover the nature of the Divine
Spirit
Spirit with a capital S.
Various Dimensions
Tillich says that this ultimate
lf
nature realizes
in various
dimensions.
(He prefered the
Collegian Photo, Terry Moody
metaphor of dimensions to that
A
figurine
Bisque
of
to Kenyon by
presented
More
Hannah
of levels because levels connotes
a hierarchial
arrangement while Calvin S. Hathaway of New York City.
At 8:00

College

Neo-Orthod-

ox

it-se-

reveal their

dimensions

interacti-

to

Original Manuscript
Received By Kenyon

forces (i.e. the forces of
destruction, manifestation vs concealment, etc.), which
result in the tensions and paradoxes of human life.
Throughout the lecture Prof.
Tillich was conscious that he was
presenting the philosophy of the
spirit (with a small s) which made
the nature of his lecture more
philosophical than religious.
In
response to a question
on the
nature of The Spirit he turned to
a religious
mood by commenting
reverently
on the mysterious
nature of the Divine Spirit.
For those interested in obtaining a copy of Prof. Tillich's lee-toit will be available next

The original manuscript of "The
Voyage Home," a novel by Storm
Jameson, has been presented to
the College by Mrs. J. B. Roessing
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Roessing last visited Kenyon in 1948 for the conference on
The Heritage of the English
Speaking Peoples and their ReAt that time she
sponsibility.
presented the College with an
Indian vase.
The manuscript, in book form,
came in answer to an invitation
sent to Mrs. Roessing to attend
the inauguration of President
Lund, and she is sending a message to the College to accompany
the book.
Storm Jameson
Storm Jameson, a British authoress, 'has written frequent

on.)
which

This fundamental reality
he refers to as the "Power

Be" is the underlying unity
beneath the various dimensions.
Within each dimension (i.e. physical, spiritual, etc.) there are opposing

creation vs

e,

(Cont- - on

Page

5, Col. 5)

(Cont. on Page 5, Col. 4)

Condemns Scholarship Policy:
Committee Explains Its Policy
Frat

Fraternity recently published a resolution passed in
protesting the "new" policy of the Scholarship
committee.
This is reprinted below along with a statement, which
'he Scholarship Committee prepared for the Collegian.
This statement attempts to explain the policy of that committee.
This policy has been the cause
controversy at Kenyon this
Trustees To Meet
Past fall.
It is for this reason
The Executive Committee of
that The Collegian prints the follthe Board of Trustees, as well
owing two items. Further comas the special committee of
ment on the policy of the scholarsto consider faculty
trustees
hip committee is to be found in
housing, will meet Saturday,
'he editorial
column of this issue
December 13, in response to
the Collegian.
demands for more adequate
faculty housing facilities.
The Archon Resolution
It is expected that the meet1958
28,
October
ing will result in proposals for
Resolved:
the amount of funds to be alThe Archon Fraternity protests
located for such development.
'he
unethical policy assumed by
A reliable source says that the
The Archon
their meeting

f

'he

college scholarship committee
cutting the scholarships of the
Masses of
1959, '60, '61 and '62,
0

Without

academic

or

(Cont on Page 6, Col.

financial
1)

problem was given consideration as early as the Fall of
1957 but no action was taken
RAR
then.

No.

6

Academic Policy
Revolution Begins
Revised College Calendar
Under Consideration
By Faculty
Under consideration at present among faculty members and the
administrators of Kenyon, a revised college calendar awaits its
unveiling, pending the vote of confidence which will put into effect
the first of several essential steps leading eventually, it is hoped,
to a successful

academic-polic-

y

revolution.
Presumably

spurred by recent

international

criticism of the
American
system,
educational
the faculty of this college has
Presented To College
made an endeavor to isolate those
A Bisque figurine of Hannah probiems which plague both stu
More, one of the original British dents and administration
alike,
donators to the founding of Ken and to rectify these problems
presented
yon College, has been
where practicable. Thus, revision
to kenyon Dy uaivm a. naina- - of the college calendar would
way of New York City.
represent an initial movement
Mr. Hathaway is the Director towards the realization of this
of the Museum for the Arts of goa
Decoration, of the Cooper Union
Problems Studied
for the Advancement of Science
The administration has studied
and Art. The gift was made in
honor of Mr. Hathaway's father, certain basic problems which
Harry St. Clair Hathaway, Ken- seem to stem from the present
college calendar.
For example;
yon '96, Bexley '99.
The figurine was modeled by it is generally acknowledged that
George Cocker, about 1825, in the present senior students apEngland at the Darby works. The proach the senior comprehensive
but poorly prework was done from a painting examinations
of Hannah More, by Henry Wil- pared to express the sum-totliam Pickersgill, a copy of which of the knowledge which they
is presently hanging in Pierce have assimilated during three or
FX. four years of study in their major
Hall.
field.
This fault, the faculty
feels, is due in some measure to
'Julius Caesar'
the fact that most students have
never been offered the opporTo Be Presented
to correlate the material
tunity
2nd
February,
of
On the 6th and 7th
the Kenyon Dramatic Club will which they have learned during
Is Set For
Shakespeare's one phase of study with material
I he Second Advent Concert, present William
taught in another.
featuring choral music, will be Tragedy, Julius Caesar, directed
The members of the Kenyon
produced
and
Michael
by
James
presented at 4:30 P. M. Sunday
faculty
are at present faced with
in the Church of the Holy Spirit. by Hugh Gage. This will be the the problem of institutionalizaDraproduction
for
the
second
The theme of the program will
tion. Much of their time is spent
9
be "Christmas Music from Five matic Club in the
carrying out duties involving exseason.
ComGreat Centuries of Musical
cessive paper work and in advisare:
major
roles
the
In
position." Two Christmas carols
ing,
which time could be spent
John Stanley
of each century from the 16th to Brutus
to more advantage in the class
Johnson
David
Cassius
the 20th will be sung by the
room and in individual attention
Men's Choir of the College and Marc Antony .... William McCabe to students.
Folse
Lawrence
....
Caesar
Julius
Chilby the Mixed Choir and
Finally, the fragmentation of
Calvin Furlong
dren's Choir of Harcourt Parish. Casca
existing college year is obthe
All choirs are under the direc- Calpurnia .. Mrs. Rodger Sullivan viously undesirable in several
Bartels
Eleanor
Portia
tion of Bexleyan F. Allen Walker
respects.
The play is to be done in modwho will also provide organ
J.H.
ern dress.
on Page 6, Col. 3)
Proposed Changes
The proposed calendar would
KENYON TO HOST MOUNT VERNON AT offer a solution to these problems
by splitting the academic year into
APPRECIATION DINNER THURSDAY
Kenyon College will sponsor a dinner for the people of Mount three major sessions, and ending
Vernon Thursday, December 18, at Peirce Hall as a gesture of it with a single examination in
appreciation for the many services they have perfromed for Kenyon the majority of courses for the
year. Specifically proposed is a
throughout the years.
school year of the same number
of
Commerce
to
representing
are
Chamber
the
250
attend
Some
and the local Kiwanis, Exchange, Lions and Rotary Service clubs. of class and vacation days as are
It is expected that President Lund will give an informal address. now utilized.
However, the Christmas vacaThomas Gives Reason
tion which is now two and one-haMr. William Thomas, Vice Presweeks long, would be
ident for Development and reapproximately
to
lengthened
sponsible for the dinner arrangetwenty four days and spring vaments, states, "this is strictly an
cation would begin earlier, lasting
opportunity for the college to
The junior class has announced from between two to three weeks.
acknowledge the many things the
people of Mount Vernon have plans for the annual Junior Dance. Thanksgiving vacation would be
two days,
done for the college in the past." Scheduled for January 10, the curtailed to one or
vacation
would
Christmas
since
Hall
Peirce
held
in
will
be
dance
Assistance
Fire
He cites particularly the as- from 9:00 P. M. to 1:00 A. M. The start earlier than it does at
present.
sistance rendered at the time of Campus Owls from Miami UniPerhaps the major change this
music.
the
provide
will
versity
Old Kenyon's destruction by fire
proposed plan would bring about,
Theme Set
in 1949, and the establishment of
The theme that has been selec- is the elimination of first semester
a grant and aid fund last summer
examinations in favor of yearly
for boys from Knox County going ted is quite literally interpreted
exams in the spring. This would
reto
According
"Bohemian."
as
to Kenyon.
one grading period during
It is pointed out, however, by liable sources, the Boho theme meanyear
except in those cases
the
of
considerable
with
President
used
Curtis,
been
Henry
has
Mr.
courses are limited
certain
where
campuses
many
the Kenyon Alumni Association success on
by the nature of the subject maand head of the fund, that no throughout the country. A highterial, to one half year.
students are as yet receiving its light of the dance will be the
Reading Period
selection of Kenyon's first (and
benefits.
the yearly examination
Before
Bohemia"
the
"Miss
last)
Thomas,
undoubtedly
Mr.
to
According
underdinner will be the first such affair who will be selected from candi- period, the college would
of one week
period
go
reading
a
participating
by
citizens
the
nominated
for
Kenyon
dates
by
given
(Cont. on Page 6, Col. 2)
(Cont. on Page 6, Col. 4)
RAR
of Mount Vernon.
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Juniors Say,
"Go Boho"
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New Food Committee
Elsewhere in this issue appears the first report of the newly
The committee was appointed by the
created food committee.
Dean of Students, acting upon, we understand, a suggestion made
by Mr. AUendorf of the Slater Food Service last September. The
purpose of the new food committee, as stated in their first report,
is to "provide students with a method for suggesting improvements
in the serving of food at Peirce Hall, improving the food served there,
and improving the conduct of the students."
This is very commendable. Such an organ is long overdue. In
their report the committee lists eight topics on which they have
taken action.
The first topic listed is that hot chocolate has been made available
at breakfast. This is good, but is something that has been done
for years past. Secondly the weekly menu is posted on the bulletin
board. This, we think, is a good idea, even though we never can
remember what it said after we have read it.
The third point was that the doors to the dining hall are now
opened five minutes early to alleviate crowding at the noon and
evening meals. This has helped some.
Magazines are to be placed in the lounge of Peirce Hall in
plastic covers. This is something else that has been done in past
years, though without benefit of plastic covers.

Buffet Dinner

The fifth point in the report is the announcement of buffet supper
on Saturday or Sunday. This was tried out for the first time last
Peirce Hall went
Saturday. It is the cause of great controversy.
all out to do their best even to white table cloths and candles.
However the total effect was something less than happy. The crowd
that descended on the serving tables was too much, and hence
there was a long line. The food got cold before it could be served.
Whether the buffet will work in the future remains to be seen.
However the idea behind it is good. That idea is to provide variety
to the fare in the Commons. Mr. Allendorf told the Collegian that
he wanted to change the monotony of eating in the Commons.
This, he points out, is quite a problem for there is not much you
meals a week to keep one from seeming
can do to twenty-on- e
just like another.
The buffet is a great deal of extra trouble, but if it achieves its
purpose, Mr. Allendorf feels that it will be worth it. He added
that he was not happy with the way things went last Saturday.

No Cafeteria

The purpose of the buffet is not, as some of us are loudly
proclaiming, part of a premeditated plot to install the cafeteria
system at Kenyon. In fact, there is an agreement between the
Slater Service and the College that the cafeteria system never be
installed.
The next topic that the food committee reports action has been
taken on, is the lack of courtesy of waiters when guests are present
in the commons and the complaint that waiters rush their tables
too much. We have yet to see any change for the better on this score.
The idea of a food committee is a sound one. It can be very
effective if it does its job and if we make our complaints to it
rather than forcing them on our roommates and fraternity brothers.

Scholarships.

Reductions?

Printed in this issue is a resolution by the Archon Fraternity
protesting the "unethical policy" recently adopted by the Scholarship Committee. This has revived the
complaints
of the rest of the student body. The Collegian asked the Scholarship Committee to prepare a statement for publication.
This is
printed with the Archon resolution.
We interpret the Archon resolution as a protest against the
cutting of scholarships of the members of the senior, junior,
sophomore, and freshman (We do not see how they can include the
latter) classes. We interpret the statement of the Scholarship
Committee, as partially avoiding the issue, giving us some very
interesting information, and telling us that they don't care what
anyone says, they are going to do as they wish. ("The Administration, and ultimately the Board of Trustees, is free to allocate its
monies as in its judgement they best serve the interests of the
college." This, we are told, is not supposed to be interpreted as
we have done, but how else can you interpret it?)
It was very helpful of the Scholarship Committee to quote the
current catalogue. We suspect that you can count on the fingers
of one hand the upperclassmen who have seen the current catalogue,
let alone read it. They are very hard to come by if you are not a
prospective freshman. The most recent issue of the catalogue we
could come up with was a 1957 one. In this the sentence, "Students
semi-dorma-

nt

si si
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To the Editors:
Re: the article

concerning the
Kenyon Christian Fellowship, vol.
LXXXV, No. 4, November 7, 1958;
page 2, column 2.
This article included the following words: "The Fellowship decided to provide a cash prize to
to a "practising
be awarded
Christian" of the student body. . ."
I am shocked and distressed by
this innocent indication of the so
Fellowship's
called "Christian"
I
inverted Christian thinking.
would remind the members of
this presumptious company of a
few words from the textbook of
their professed religion. In Matthew VI: 16, Jesus says: "Lay not
up for yourselves treasurers upon
earth, where moth and rust doth
corrupt and where thieves break
through and steal: but lay up for
yourselves treasurers in heaven,
where neither moth nor rust doth
corrupt and where thieves do not
break through and steal: for
where your treasurer is, there will
your heart be also."
Should the quotation of this
verse fail to convey adequately
my sentiments, I would press
further. Whom, may I ask, are
to be the judges of the proposed
"cash award's" recipient?
Does
the Kenyon Christian Fellowship
carry God in its collective pocket?
I exhort the Fellowship to a reexamination of its religion and
the basic principles thereof.
In conclusion I would remind
the Christian Fellowship of the
greatest Christian sin
Spirtual
Pride.
DAVID STRIDESBERG
18th October, 1958
To

the Editors:

PEN CLUB
May I introduce myself?
I am a Scot, (hometown
Edinburgh) now a Civil Servant in
London. During the war I was
a radio operator in the British
Merchant Navy and I visited
America many itmes. I was always impressed by the kindness
and hospitality
shown to the
Britons like myself who were
thrown up on the shores by the
war.
I now have a lot of spare time
and so as a hobby, I have started
ANGLO-AMERICA-

N

1
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in the sophomore, junior, and senior years are expected to depend
less heavily on scholarship funds by accepting college loans and
work opportunities," does not appear. This, by the way, is the
catalogue that the current sophomore class received.
We find the policy of the Scholarship Committee of granting
scholarship in part outright grants and part loans a very sound
one. However we do believe that there is legitimate objection
that the new policy should not effect those already in Kenyon.
Is it really fair to the individual to tell him when he enters that
he will receive so much per year for four years and then, when he
is in his junior year for example, to tell him that he may have only
a part of this in an outright grant and that he must take the rest
in a loan? The committee is very careful to state that the student
has no obligation to make use of this loan. We wonder what
would happen if he decided that he would not take out the loan.
Would the Scholarship Committee take that "as evidence that his
need has been overestimated?" (Another quote from the catalogue.)
The Scholarship Committee justifies this by saying, "Since 1956
the Kenyon Catalogue has stated as a condition governing scholarships that the amounts of all scholarships are subject to annual
review." A member of the Scholarship Committee explained this
to us as meaning that scholarship stipends are awarded on a year
to year basis. We opened our 1957 catalogue and found the statement; "Scholarships are awarded upon the recommendation of the
Faculty Committee on Scholarships, normally for a period of four
years and subject to annual review." We may need a course in
reading, but we construe this to mean that the Scholarship Committee will review the stipend to determine if the need of the
scholarship student has changed. We do not read anything suggesting that the student's scholarship grant should be reduced and
that he be allowed to make up balance with a loan.
To reiterate, we feel that the new policy of the Scholarship
Committee, that a student receive part of his scholarship in a grant
and part in a loan is a sound one, but we also feel that there should
be this understanding between the student and the committee when
the scholarship is first proffered. We do not feel that this was done,
"subject to annual review" clause notwithstanding.
We come to the last sentence of the committee's statement and
"You can't
realize again that this whole question is academic.
T.M.
fight City Hall."

,
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the above Club to enable young
people in America and Britian to
ge to know each other better, exchange ideas, magazines, etc.
I already have a long list of
young Britons who are eager to
make pen friends in America but
my difficulty is putting them in
touch with young Americans of
similar interests. I am, therefore,
taking the liberty of writing to
you in the hope that you will
bring the Club to the attention
of your readers.
I am sure you will agree that
only good can come from such a
flow of correspondence across the
Atlantic and if any of your readers are interested would you
please advise them to write to:
MR. H. HENRY,
38, Crawford Street,
LONDON, W. 1.
Trusting to hear from you
shortly,
Yours sincerely,
H. Henry
To the Editors:

The students of Kenyon were
once again subjected to the administration's policy." Here it is
now like it." This refers to
the food service. Neither the student assembly nor the student
council were consulted as to the
type of food that they desired
of their meals.
Since Kenyon
tries to be a progressive school it
should be realized by the administration that at many colleges
the student body almost virtually
controls the college meals.
Some of the students have now
joined together, with the administration's consent, and have contacted other food services. They
have discovered that it is possible
to have three
d
and
meals in one day,
instead of three times per week.
If the Slater food service continues at its present level the
students of Kenyon will only be
forced to suffer until June, and
next September better meals will
be served.
Mr. Allendorf, you have these
suggestions, but if further explanation is needed, think this
way
one hamburger is not
sufficient for a Kenyon Man.
Name withheld on request
well-balance-

well-prepar-

ed

"O. Call

return!"

12,
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back yesterday, let
Richard II
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time

Student life at Kenyon
greatly changed externally,

has
but
makes
same
study

inwardly, where life itself
the smallest changes, the
concerns, especially with
and women, have always maintained their vigor, particularly
on cold winter nights.
The recurrent preoccupation
with the far away, and often
idealized female, was as strong in
Bishop Chase's puritanical days
as it is now. Edwin Stanton
Secretary of War under Lincoln
was best remembered by his Kenyon classmates for a remarkable
amourous exploit. One day, he
with the Bishop's
absconded
favorite horse, Cincinnatus, and
rode off to visit some sweet young
thing. And he so frankly confessed his theft upon returning
that the Bishop forgave him.
The isolated but recurrent romantic temper of the campus is
also represented in the following
humorous letter in an 1886 publication. The letter, as nearly as
one can tell, is aimed at some
particularly naive student. It
goes:
Dear Sir:
I am sorry to inform you
we have sold the last edition
of the book called "How to
make love." We express regrets at not being able to
furnish the book and send
you the song "Wait Till the
Clouds Roll By," hoping it
may consol you.
Yours, etc.
Jones and Smith
Book Company.
Externally, life was as hard for
the Kenyon student as for the
nearby farmers during those early
years.
A student in 1846 describes the life: "Each student
carried water from the well far
down the hill, cut his own wood,
made his bed, and did his own
scrubbing and mending . . . The
creek gave good fishing, the woods
fine gunning and many the grand
fox run that woke up the boys.
Still, the stubborn debater, and
the intellectual toiler, with his
dirty lard lamp, was an important
factor . . ."
And in the spring, on Maple
Sugar Day," all the students and
community residents worked and
picnicked in the local sugar maple
groves, boiling sap and making
sugar and syrup. Another traditional day was "Bedbug Day,"
the first fine spring day when the
students could air and clean their
mattresses and blankets.
The intellectual life at early
Kenyon consisted of much time
by the light of the lard lamps
and culminated in regular tests of
a rather peculiar kind. A coclergy,
mmittee of venerable
ap-point-

at the annual

ed

Episcopal

diocese convention, would arrive
on the appointed day; the teachers would sit in a semicircle and
the nervous young student would
appear, alone, before this ponHe would be asked
derous group.
to read some text in enther Latin
or Greek and then had to answer
questions put by the professors-Onstudent wrote of such a day
that it was "so much like clockwork and the surrounding atmosphere so restrained and oppres"
sive that the scene reminded us
f
of certain historical painting
the Inquisition."
Between
diocese committees
and student pranks, life for the
professors was none too pleasant.
One new professor arrived in
classroom to find himself faced
by a lonely horse that had been
enticed up two flights of Ascension stairs by some students.
time, an aged and dignified
e

h'-- s

An-oth-

(Cont. on Page 6, Col.

3)
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First Draft Of Proposed Student Constitution
the first
the

PHILLIPS ACADEMY

Below is

proposed Student Governdraft of
Constitution. It was not written or intended for publication but rather to serve as an "outline" of ideas for forthcoming discussions of the Student Council.
Because it is only a first draft there are many errors in
These errors icill be corrjf( some of them typographical.
ected in Student Council discussion.
The Collegian is printing this first draft because it feels
that it is important for every student to be able to study
this constitution from its beginnings. The Collegian believes
that the students should be made aware of the proposed
constitution, regardless of its current polish, as it xvill
eventually determine student government at Kenyon.
Every student should follow the development of the
constitution. Each will have questions and perhaps suggestions. These he should present to his Student Council repment

resentative.

Eventually the Student Council, when they feel that they
sufficiently discussed it, icill present the constitution

have

fraternities and other independent groups for further
When this time comes, students should have
some knowledge of the constitution.
The first draft teas icritten by Joe Murray and Mike
Sicartz. They have spent a great deal of time in research for
Hand in study of the current constitution. This has included
the study of the constitutions of a great many other schools.
The Collegian suggests that every student read this first
iraft, that he read the minutes of the student Council as the
constitution is discussed, and that when questions arise in
his mind, as they undoubtedly will, he ask his Student
Council represeyxtative about them.
Article I Name
the

to

discussion.

of

The name of this
Kenyon College.

government shall be the Student Government

Article II Campus Citizenship

Section

Every registered student of Kenyon College

1

is a

of the Kenyon College Campus, and owes his full support
government and its best traditions.
Section 2 Every citizen of Kenyon College shall enjoy equal
rights of suffrage under this government.
Article III Power of Government
Section 1 All groups organized for the benefit of student groups
shall be responsible to the Student Government.
Section 2 The Student Government shall have the authority to
supervise the distribution of all student activity funds.
Section 3 The Student Government shall have the power to
make such legislation,
resolutions, recommendations, and endorsements as are deemed necessary,
and it shall perform such other
acts that will promote the welfare of Kenyon College and protect
its good name.
Section 4 All actions taken by Student Government are subject
to the approval of the Administration.
citizen

to

its

Article IV Oragnization of Government

This government
shall consist
Assembly, (2) Executive Department,

Article V

of the following: (1) Student
and (3) Legislative Department.

The Student Assembly

Section 1 The Student Assembly shall consist of all students of
Kenyon College, meeting as a collective unit; a body.
Section 2 Meetings of the Student Assembly shall be convened
by the Student
Assembly President, by petition to the Student
Assembly President of twenty members of the student body, or upon
request of the College Administration.
(a) Meetings and agenda shall be announced at least two (2)
days in advance.
(b) A quorum shall consist of a majority of the student body and

()

vote of a
carry on business. A two-thirshall be required for all official business.
(c) Meetings shall be conducted
in accordance with Roberts'
Rules of Order. Revised.
Section 3 Function and Power:
(a) The Student Assembly shall have the power to review actions
of the Student Council
and the Student Government officers, and
vote
may invalidate andor substitute such action by a two-thirbe present to

must

ds

quorum

ds

quorum.
(b) The Student Assembly
ent and a Student Assembly
Section 2a).
of

a

Article VI Executive Department

Executive Power of the Student Government
the Executive Committee, which shall consist of
the President and the Secretary-Treasurof the Student Assembly,
and the President and Secretary of the Student Council.
Section 1 The
shall be vested in

er

Section 2 Election of Officers:
(a) The Student Assembly
President and Secretary-Treasure- r
shall be chosen in an
election held prior to the beginning
f spring
vacation, and shall serve for a term of one year, beginning
all-camp-

'he first

us

Monday after spring vacation.

The Student Assembly President shall appoint a nominating committee whose slate of candidates shall be presented
Nominations
to the Student Assembly at a regular meeting.
from the floor shall also be accepted at this meeting.
1-

-

Balloting in the election will continue until one candidate
each office receives a majority vote of all registered

2.

for

students.

Student Council President and Secretary shall be chosen
voting membership of the Student Council at the second
of the new Council after spring vacation, and shall serve

(b) The
from the
Meeting
for

one

calendar vear.

The President and Secretary of the preceding council shall
Preside over the first two meeting of the new Council after
spring vacation.
1.

2-

-

A

two-thir-

ds

()

vote of the Student Council shall be

required to elect the two officers.
If a division or unaffiliated group's representative is
elected President or Secretary of the Council, the division
r group concerned shall elect and send another representat-

3-

-

ive to the Council.

GIVES

FELLOWSHIP

TEACHING

Section 3 Duties of the Officers:
(a) It shall be the duty of the Student Assembly President to call
and preside at all meetings of the Student Assembly; to act as chief
executive officer; to preside over all meetings of the Executive
Committee; to appoint, with Executive Committee approval, the
members of the Standing Committees of the Student Council; to
appoint any other committee, subject to the approval of the Student
Council; to act as chairman of the Elections Committee; to see that
all elections are announced and carried out as prescribed by this
constitution; to administer all legislation enacted by the Student
Council requiring executive action; and to serve in every other
capacity usually incident to such an office.
(b) It shall be the duty of the Student Assembly Secretary-Treasurto be responsible for and keep a record of all expenditures
of the Student Government; to sign all checks of the Student Government; to act as chairman of the Financial Committee; to submit to
the Student Council, on request, a written report of the state of the
treasury and all other funds which he allocates; to record the minutes
of Assembly meetings and to provide copies of these minutes to the
division presidents, the college faculty and administration, and the
members of the Student Council; and to perform any other duties
usually incident to such an office.
(c) It shall be the duty of the Student Council President to call
and preside at all meetings of the Student Council; to prepare, with
the Executive Committee, the agenda of all Student Council meetings; to vote in case of a tie in the proceedings of the Council; to
succeed the Assembly President in case of temporary vacancy or
absence; and to perform any other duty usually incident to such an

The Phillips Academy, And- over, Mass. announces its teaching
Fellowship Program for 1959-6This is a two year program, which
includes: one year of practical
experience under the supervision
of senior teachers, and a year of
graduate study either in the
United States or abroad.
There will be three Teaching
Fellowships given for this year
(1959 - 1960). Financial aid will
not be given to anyone towards
the second year if he has already
had more than one semester of
graduate school.
The first year the unmarried
student will receive $1500, if
married $2000, room and board
are also given. The fellow will
usually teach two courses a week.
He will also act as a housemaster
ac
and assist in
tivities. The second year fellow
is given financial aid toward
school, $3000 if married, and $2500
if single.
office.
Deadline for receipt of applica
(d) It shall be the duty of the Student Council Secretry to tion is Feb. 1, 1959. For further
record, preserve, and have for exhibition to all members of the information contact the registrar's
Student Council, all papers, proceedings, attendance record, and office.
A.M.
other records of the Student Council; to provide copies of the
Student Council minutes to the presidents of each division, the
Gets
college faculty and administration; to be in charge of all Student
Council correspondence; and to perform any other duty usually To Buy
incident to such an office.
A request by the Middle KenSection 4 Vacancies:
(a) In case of the permanent vacancy in the office of President yon Association that the college
more furniture and
of the Student Assembly or Secretary-Treasurof the Student purchase
Assembly, elections shall be conducted as soon as possible, as pre- furnishings for the Middle Kenyon lounge, has resulted in an
scribed in Article VI, Section 2a.
(b) In case of the permanent vacancy in the office of President initial $1,500 appropriation.
The expenditure was authorized
of the Student Council or Secretary of the Student Council, elections
shall be conducted as soon as possible as prescribed in Article VI, by Dr. Lund in keeping with his
promise made at an assembly
Section 2b.
last year to "meet" halfway any
Article VII Legislative Department
group that will assume responsiSection 1 The Legislative Power of the Student Government bility for their own
shall be vested in the Student Council, which shall consist of: one
g
(1) representative from the
group (s); one (1)
Dean Edwards endorsed the
representative from each freshman dormitory; the four (4) officers request testifying to the willingg
of the Student Government; and such other
members ness of the recently organized
as are deemed worthy of membership by a two-thiraffirma Middle Kenyon Association to
tive vote of the Student Council.
cooperate
the
in maintaining
Section 2 All persons elected to the Student Council in any furniture.
capacity must be citizens of this government as prescribed in Article
9
Deficit $94,000
II, must be at the time of election in good standing, and must main
This response comes in light of
tain good standing during the term for which they are elected.
of a
(a) Elections to the Student Council shall be held at the last the college's anticipaiton
meeting of each division and unaffiliated group (s), preceding spring $94,000 deficit in the 1958-5- 9
operating budget and the subsevacation.
(b) The representatives from the two freshman dormitories shall quent call for less outlays for
departments."
be elected as early as possible at the beginning of the fall semester.
(c) Each division, the unaffiliated group (s), and freshman dormi
Concerning this Dr. Lund extory shall elect, in addition, one alternate representative.
plains, "I think the college must
Section 3 Terms of Office and Vacancies:
recognize its obligation to pro(a) New terms of office for the division and unaffiliated group (s) vide minimum facilities and derepresentatives shall begin the first Monday after spring vacation; pending upon the use and abuse
and the representatives shall serve on the Student Council until the of said facilities to cooperate with
elections of the following year.
in maintaining
students
the
(b) The terms of office for the freshman dormitory representatives these.
RAR
and those members elected to the Student Council during the year,
with the school year.
shall be
Fellowship To Visit
(c) Vacancies in the membership of the Student Council, occuring
County Home
Knox
from the election of any member to a Council office, shall be filled
as early as possible by the provisions of Article VI, Section 2b.
Kenyon
the
Sunday
Last
(d) A representative to the Student Council may be replaced Christian
Fellowship met and
by the elected alternate, provided that the original representative is decided to visit the Knox County
absent for an extensive period of time, and that the alternate is home for the aged. All were
approved by a majority vote of the Student Council before each very much aware of the need to
meeting.
supply some sort of varied relief
Section 4 Election Days, Meetings and Quorums:
part of our
to that
(a) The Student Council shall establish dates of
class, population who, because of their
and Student Council elections upon recommendation by the Elections age, are dependent on society for
Committee.
aid. The students will have the
(b) The Student Council shall meet regularly every week during opportunity
to chat with the
the school year and also when the President of the Student Council residents, and see what this
requests a special meeting.
county is doing to care for an
(c) A quorum shall consist of
of the actual age group which deserves much
membership (including the four Student Government officers) of care and understanding.
H.P.
the Student Council. All official business shall require a majority
vote of a quorum.
(d) The four officers of the Student Government shall not be
The
entitled to vote in the Student Council except for the Student
Gambier, Ohio
Council President who shall vote in Student Council proceedings in
of
a
tie.
case
Member of Federal Deposit
Section 5 In addition to the duties and powers found elsewhere
Insurance Corp.
in this constitution, the Student Council shall have the responsibility
to determine its own rules of procedure; to require term reports
from all standing committees and all agencies receiving student FOUR BARBERS
CLOSED MONDAY
monies; to provide for the organization of the freshman, sophomore,
junior, and senior classes; to elect or approve all student representa
PALACE BARBER SHOP
student-facultor
tives to any
404 Wait High Street, Mount Vernon, O.
committees; to propose any needed constitutional changes to the
not us.
We cut your har to suit you
Student Assembly; to periodically review college rules and regula- (Cont. on Page 4, Col. 1 and 1)
0.
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shall elect a Student Assembly Presid(See Article VI,
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Secretary-Treasure-
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Needs of Kenyon In The
Next Ten Years Discussed
In its October 3 issue of this
year the Collegian reported a
meeting of the trustees, the Executive Committee of the Alumni
Council, and various members of
the faculty which was held September 20 and 21 to discuss the
needs of Kenyon in the next ten
years.
At the time Mr. William
Thomas, Jr. 'Kenyon's
expressed the hope that,
"Through this meeting the president and the people of the College will have a clearer and
better way of enumerating the
needs of the school."
As a part of the program three
members of the faculty delivered
talks on the needs of Kenyon.
The Collegian is reprinting excerpt of these talks, in this and
the next two issues, for the benefit of the undergraduate body and
others who were not able to attend the meeting. The Collegian
has also invited members of the
Senior Society to write short
pieces for publication describing
what they feel the needs of Kenyon are.
Below are excerpts of a talk
given by Professor Denham
Chairman of the English
He spoke of the
Department.
needs of all the humanities of
Kenyon.
Future issues of the Collegian
Will carry excerpts of the speeches given by Professor Bayes Norton for the Sciences of Kenyon
and by Professor H. Landon
Warner for the social sciences of
Kenyon as well as articles by
the Senior Society.
The Collegian invites its read
vice-preside-

nt'

Sut-cliff- e,

Constitution

ers to add any comments or
thoughts that they might have
concerning Kenyon's needs. Please
address letters to the Kenyon
Collegian, Box 308, Gambier, O.
T.M.

"It is my duty this morning to
speak for eight departments of
instruction: Art, Classics, Drama,
English, Modern Languages, Music, Philosophy,
and Religion.
There will not be time, therefore,
even if this were the occasion,
for me to define or to defend
the humane
if they need either
studies. Those studies have always enjoyed an honorable place
at Kenyon, as at other truly liberal colleges, and it is the hope of
this Division that we cannot only
maintain but improve the quality
of our instruction and the repute
of our subjects. If we are to do
that, we shall need more instructors and better physical equipment.
"The principal need of this
Division, as indeed of the whole
College, is for a new library. . . .
The present library was built for
a college of 150 men. It is now
used by 500. It was designed for
about twenty teachers; it now
serves fifty. It was built to house
50,000 volumes; it now contains
80,000 and 40,000 more are spread
all over campus . . . The result
is crowding, confusion, and discouragement.
Books are sometimes hard to find and often
irritatingly remote. There is
simply no room for study. . . .
"I pass now to our academic
needs though as I speak of those

First Draft Cont'd.

(Cont. from Page

3,

Col. 4)

tions pertaining to discipline and academics; and to suggest constructive revision where deemed necessary.
Section 6 Standing Committees:
(a) There shall be seven (7) Standing Committees of the Student
Council: Financial, Social, Charter, Rules, Publications, Elections,
and Academic.
(b) The Standing Committees of the Student Council shall be
the planning and administrative agencies of the Student Council;
and they shall be directly responsible to the Student Council through
the chief executive officer, the President of the Student Assembly.
Section 7 Vacancies:
Vacancies in representation created by a duly elected member
who, for any reason, permanently vacates his seat in the Student
Council, shall be filled by the alternate elected in the original
election. Another alternate shall be elected to take his place.

Appeals Board

Article VIII

Section
The Appeals Board shall be composed of three (3)
students elected by the Student Council, and three (3) faculty
members chosen from a list of ten (10) submitted to the President
of the College by the Student Council.
(a) These members shall be elected in May of each year and
shall serve until May of the following year. One faculty member
should be a holdover from the Board of the preceding year.
(b) A list of three (3) students and three (3) faculty alternates
shall also be provided to furnish members, in the case of absences
of regular members.
The alternates are to be designated first,
second, and third alternate.
(c) The officers of the Appeals Board shall be a Chairman and a
Secretary selected from the regular membership. Both officers shall
have a vote in all proceedings.
Section 2 Power and Duties:
(a) The Appeals Board shall be convened by the Dean of Students, at the request of a student who wishes to appeal a decision
of the Dean against him.
(b) The Board will review the decision of the Dean concerning
the student; and by a majority vote, with no abstentions, the Board
may recommend to the Dean alternate action in the case appealed.
1

Section

Article IX Amendments

Amendments to this constitution may originate by
a
vote of the Student Council. A two-thirvote of a
quorum of the Student Assembly shall be required for such a
proposed amendment to go into effect.
Section 2 Amendments may also originate in the Student
Assembly by a
vote of a quorum. Amendments orginat-in- g
in this manner shall then be approved by a two-thirvote
of the Student Council, which shall meet within one week after
the proposal by the Student Assembly. In case the Council does
not provide this vote within the said week, the amendment shall
go back to the Assembly.
The Assembly shall meet again, not
sooner than one month, nor later than two months from the meeting
at which it originated. A
vote of a quorum at this
meeting shall put the amendment into effect.
Section 3 All amendments to this constitution and all
of the Student Government must be approved by the President of
the College before they become effective.
two-thir-
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refer to the physical needs that accompany them.
"Three of our departments
Classics, Drama, and Music
Those
have a single instructor.
men, for all their abilities and
their efforts (including much
overtime teaching) cannot do the
job that needs to be done. In the
Department of Music, for exyears
ample, we are twenty-fiv- e
behind our competitors ... If that
department is to be worthy of the
College, it must add a full time
But before we apteacher. . .
point a second man, we must give
some attention to the equipment
At the moof the Department.
ment it has almost literally no
place in which to work and teach.
Classes meet in the basement of
sometimes vacate at a moments
notice because of a church service over head On such occasions
the class is held in a fraternity
parlor. The department needs a
place for rehearsals of both instrumental and vocal groups. . . The
department must have equipment.
For example, we do not have a
concert grand piano that is fit for
At that
recital performances.
moment, I am assured, WE HAVE
one hundredth
approximately
part of what we need. We need
books on musicology. We need
as it is now, we borrecords
row records, even for classroom
use, from the undergraduates and
the Faculties. . . .
"The Department of Drama
is in very much the position of
It
the Department of Music
has been asking one man to do
the work of two . . . the Department of Drama needs equipment.
of an addiThese two needs
tional teacher and of more and
are necessary
better equipment
even if the Department attempts
no extension of its services. . . .
"The Department of Art is even
worse off in respect to teachers
than the other departments . . .
That department has never had
. . . a full time teacher.
The Department would like to offer
courses in the History of Art as
a regular part of the curriculum.
It would like to offer further instruction in the practice of painting, sculpture, ceramics, and other
media. But is can do none of
this without a staff and without
(what it does not have now) a
proper place to work. . . .
"The Department of classical
studies is hampered in a similar
though not equal fashion.
For
many years the department has
consisted of a single man with an
occasional assist from a part-tim- e
teacher of elementary sections.
He offers major study in the department, which includes both
the Latin and Greek languages
and literatures, so that it is in
a sense two departments.
But his
duties are so many and so diverse
that he cannot give complete
enough attention to his major
students.
"Kenyon had operated, for several years, on shoestrings. As enrollments increase and competition for good students becomes
keener, the shoestrings are wearing out. During the years when
we were fighting for survival, the
shoestrings were necessary, and
we put up with them with a fairly
good grace. We hope that we are
no longer fighting for survival
and that the shotstrings are no
longer necessary. We should like
to have departments of Art,
Drama, Music, and Classics that
could feel proud and assured of
their place in the faculty and the
curriculum.
"The Department of English,
you must know, has severely suffered by the death or retirement
of five of its members within the
past two years. .
Since those
losses,
four new appointments
have been made of men who will,
we hope, create a new but allied
spirit and reinvigorate the Department. As a result of their
I shall have to

.
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NEW FOOD COMMITTEE
PRESENTS 1st REPORT
There has recently been established a food committee. Its purpose
"provide students with a method for suggesting improvements
in the serving of food at Peirce Hall."
The Collegian has good reasons for believing that the first report
of this meeting has had small circulation among the student body
xnd for this reason it is printed below. Editorial comment on this
committee may be found in the editorial column.
November 18, 1958
Report of the Food Committee:
Members Present: Heasley, Kyle, Taft, Allendorf, Edwards, Banning
To the Members of the Student Body:
In order to provide students with a method for suggesting
in the serving of food at Peirce Hall, improving the
food served there, and improving the conduct of the students
(waiters included), the Student Council has created the following
Food Committee: D. Taft, J. Kyle, R. Heasley, Mr. Allendorf, as a
representative of Slater Food Service, and Mr. Edwards.
The committee will report its progress to the students through
the Division Representatives in the Student Council. Any suggestions which a student may have are to be presented in writing
to his Student Council representative who will forward the written
suggestions to a member of the Food Committee. Suggestions will
not be accepted unless presented in this manner.
It is hoped that through this committee, the Food Service will
be able to gather student opinion about the food and take student
suggestions about improvement.
Also, the Slater Service hopes to
be able to explain to the students, through the committee, how
the Food Service operates.
Topics thus far discussed have been: (1) 'waiters, (2) student
cooperation, (3) variety and quantity of food, and (4) suggested
new services.
Action has been taken on the following:
1. Hot chocolate has been made available at breakfast.
2. The weekly menu has been posted on the bulletin board in
Pierce Hall.
3. Doors to the dining hall are to be opened five minutes early
to alleviate crowding and shoving at the noon and evening
meals.
4. Newspapers and magazines are to be placed in the Pierce
Hall Lounge with plastic covers (as in the Library) provided
for magazines.
5. Starting December 6, supper will be served buffet style. This
is on a trial basis, and will be for Saturday or Sunday suppers
only.
6. The small dining room in Pierce Hall is to be
available for
fraternity banquets on Tuesday nights, with no extra charge
to the fraternity. The same food will be served as in the
upstairs dining room. Any fraternity wishing to reserve the
Banquet Room must see Mr. Allendorf at least a week in
advance. Reservations will be made on a
basis.
7. The lack of courtesy of waiters (especially individual requests)
when guests are present, and the complaint that waiters rush
their tables too much.
8. The possibility of changing class hours at noon meals to
alleviate unnecessary rush in eating. Action on this matter
has yet to be discussed.
It is the hope of the committee that the students will use the
suggested method in presenting their ideas on improvements in
Pierce Hall service. The job of the committee is to bring a more
satisfactory service to the student body; and it can only be done
with the aid of the students.
Submitted by, R. G. Heasley
is to

im-proveme-

nts

first-com-

coining we are able to revise our
offerings. We have expanded the
Honors program and hope to encourage more good students to
enroll in it. Every year a large
proportion of the graduates in
English go on to the graduate
schools. . . .
"The Department of English is,
for once, not shorthanded.
The
Department of Philosophy, unfortunately, is, and it needs a
e
third
teacher. That Department had for some time had
the largest per capita load of
students in the College. With so
many students and only two teachers, it has been unable to extend
its curriculum as it thinks it
should. .
This additional man
is needed now and not ten years
from now.
"Kenyon is perhaps unusual in
having a composite Department
of Modern Languages rather than
separate departments of Spanish,
French, German, and so on. For
most of the languages there are
fewer than two instructors
usually there is a man and a half.
Kenyon, like most other colleges
of liberal arts, requires the student to complete the second year
of a foreign language.
Too few
of them enter with any competence. A result is that the teachers of language must give a disproportionate amount of time to
elementary instruction. . .
"One change that we all hope
for is a slight reduction in the
full-tim-

.

.

.

e,

first-serve-

d

standard teaching duty. We think
that duty now as twelve hours a
week, though as I have pointed
out, some members of this
have long taught fifteen
hours and perhaps more. We
believe than nine hours of teaching is enough if the teacher is
also active in other ways, particularly as a scholar. We are
proud of the number of active
We
scholars in our Division.
would like to increase their effectiveness and their number. We
know, what I am sure you will
grant, that active scholarship and
publication not only adds greatly
to the prestige of the College
but also to effectiveness of the
classroom. . . . The schedule that
I propose, of nine teaching hours,
would by no means make us
unique among superior colleges;
it would, rather, bring us irto
line with them.
Div-issio-

n

see,

no

startling innovations, nothing

d-

"I have proposed, you
esigned to revolutionize

American

education or even Kenyon College.
We are not unaware of the
experimentation of the
of general education, of
early admission to college, and
so on
but none of those systems
seem to us to be suited to this
particular small college of liberal
arts. Our chief concern is to w1'
prove the quality of our faculty,
or our scholarship and teaching,
and therefore of our graduatespost-war-yea-

rs
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JOCK JOTTINGS
Bill McCabe
What is this stuff you're trying
us, Les? It is the opinion
o hand
many that you have misinter-,:ete- d

'

suited for some schools, but,

i

al-

Ii

y

;

;

;--

;

1

though this may come as a shock,
it is with a certain degree of pride
the purpose of the intra- - that we can say that Kenyon is
.
I
(
aral program here at Kenyon. not one of those schools. Acais it when demics are of primary importWhat kind of program
only for those who ance, Les, sports secondary.
; is designed
Last Saturday's game with
:ve noi tfnuugii
laium 10 paru-,::at- e
in varsity sports? Should Fenn proved a couple of things
to anyone who to me. The first is encouraging
., not be directed
is some reason or another feel in that for the first time in a long
iey can not, or should not, go time, Kenyon had a good crowd
jt for the varsity, whether that at a basketball game, more than
ever turned out for a home game
reason be lack of skill, academics
With the new rule last year. The team actually had
ir alcohol.
you have promulgated, a support and rewarded the fans
vhich
with an exciting game but some
oy who has lettered twice on a
.arsity team is no longer eligible
pretty poor basketball.
The Fenn five which edged out
:or intramurals.
Simply because they can noi the Lords in four overtimes is,
of one man,
se their way clear to play on the with the exception
':.
still enjoy the the same team Kenyon beat last
team, they may
,
.....!..!
sport, but you have deprived them year in the opener
of the
their right to play even in the
season. ..Granted that one
?w
Ineligibility in
new man on their team made
intramurals.
for one year after lett- quite a difference, scoring over
-- Collegian Photo, Brad Connor
ering on a varsity is understand-ile- , 20 points. ..But we have a new,
Chuck Bronson starts drive toward basket for lay-usince it will prevent 'rec- big man, too and a fine coach to
ruiting'.
However, to entirely go with him. What happened? I
Full
Team
disqualify
a player from intram- don't know.
But if the Lords
urals because he has been succ- continue to play ball like they
Good
essful in a sport and can no did Salurday, not only will they
45-4- 2
g
longer
participate without
lose the crowd and its support but
What should be a good wresthis grades is unjust. That also ninety percent of their reThe Kenyon Lords, under new coach Bob Harrison, made their ling team for Kenyon this year
End of thing may be very well maining games.
basketball debut last Saturday night, loosing a heartbreaker to matched skill with the Ohio State
University squad this afternoon at
Fenn 45 to 42 in the fourth overtime periad.
Columbus. The results of course
k
Displaying a new
were not available at the time
offense, the Lords were ahead All
this paper went to press.
most of the first period by a slim
S
By
Lester Baum, coach of the team,
margin until Fenn began using
The Kenyon football team for has, for the first time in his
a stall in the second period.
Nevertheless, the Lords, helped the first time picked an all op- career at Kenyon, a full squad,
l
Xl it':
by some fine shooting by Chuck ponent squad this year from the with men wrestling in all the
Bronson, managed to lead 25 to teams they met on the field this weight classes. This is a definite
24 at half time.
In the third season. Coach Dick Pflieger, in advantage since a team which
period the Lords, too, adopted a announcing the team, said that it does not have a man to wrestle
stall, and consequently the score was chosen according to the in- in a given class must forfeit val8
going into the dividuals' all around defensive uable points to its opponent.
was tied at
The team will hold its first regand offensive play, not merely
period.
final
ular match of the season January
their passing or running.
Slade Ties It Up
Again in the fourth period both
Two schools, Wooster and Mount 10 against Bowling Green here in
This will not be an
teams used a stall, the lead chang Union, dominated
the choice, Gambier.
ing hands several times. Finally placing six men and three men Ohio Conference match. The first
Fenn scored with less than a respectively. Both of these teams conference match of the season
r
"
minute to go and pulled ahead defeated the Lords, Wooster very will be January 14 with Ohio
but the Lords tied it up "badly. Capital, who also tri- Wesleyan at Gambier.
Probably starters for Kenyon
with less than 15 seconds to go umphed over Kenyon, had two
when Jeff Slade made a decisive men elected, while Hiram and are listed according to their classification by weight.
tip-ishot by Otterbein each played one.
A desperation
123 lbs.
Jim Coates", 130 lbs.
Fenn failed, and the game went
The squad is: ends, Lu Wims
137 lbs.
Bard
Roberts,
into the first overtime.
of Wooster, and Whit Ewing of
147 lbs.
Norm Arnos,
Bob
Bronson Out
Dave
tackles,
Mount Union;
157 lbs.
Gove
properiod
overtime
first
The
and Ed Howard of Woos167
duced no score, and Kenyon went ter; guards, Jack Abel of Wooster Dick Schori
Henry Farwell, 177 lbs.
into a second overtime without and Jerry Walker of Capital; lbs.
Ivan
the services of their star guard, center, Bob Gilchrist of Mount John McDonald, Heavy
Chuck Bronson, who suffered a Union; backs, Bill Davis of Mount Rollit.
I slightly sprained ankle. In this Union, Gary Allen of Otterbein, indicates varsity letters won.
.
period Kenyon went ahead on a Al White of Capital, Jim Mottice
Tillich Lectures
clutch basket by Dave Leahy and of Hiram, and Tom Dingle and
(Cont.
from Page 1, Col. 1)
Howtwo foul shots by Slade.
Steve McClelland of Wooster.
ever, the heartbreaker of the
B.M. fall in an edition, called The Kenyon Inaugural Series, which will
Collegian Photo, Brad Connor game came when Mignoli of Fenn
include with Prof. Tillich's Lectied it up again in the last few
Taylor Bronaugh grabs one off boards.
Received
Manuscript
of the period, hitting on
ture, President Lund's inaugural
seconds
1958
Cont. from Page 1, Col. 2)
vards earned 43; average 10.75.
FOOTBALL STATISTICS
t.
speech, Dr. Riesman's lecture and
a long set shot from
g
Leaders
Individual
Won 3, Lost 4
period,
overtime
third
1927 and has been copies of the two lectures that
In
the
since
novels
Kenyon
0
Evans. HB; caught 3; yards the Lords offset two Fenn scores active in many literary fields. will be given next semester.
Wooster 33
Xtnyon 16
Otterbein 8 gained 57; average 19.
with foul shots by Reed Craig and During the war she concentrated
fcnyon 14
Haves. HB; caught 5; yards Jeff Slade. Finally in the fourth on providing refuge for authors
Capital 18
knyon 6
Marietta 0 gained 48; average 9.6.
overtime, Kenyon missed a scor- and promoting literary interest.
Kenyon 16
Individual Punting Leaders
Oberlin 0
i
opportunity and fell behind In 1952 Miss Jameson was a deleKenyon 12
punts 30; ing2
Holmes,
Mount Union 22
when Behrman hit on a gate to the UNESCO Congress on
Kenyon 14
Hiram 15 yards 1009; average 33.63.
jump shot from Fenn. The Lords
in Venice.
in
Kenyon 78
punts 2; yards fought valiantly, but Fenn clin- Arts
Whisner, FB-QOpponents 96
In 1948 the authoress visited the
average
37.50.
14;
IndivirluM TiicViirirr T.vrHfTl
ched the game with a foul shot U. S. with her husband, Guy PatIndividual Scoring Leaders
Withington, FB; times carried
making the final score
terson Chapman, professor of
TD's 2;
Weidenkonf. FB-Qyards gained 373; yards lost
Jeff Slade was high scorer for modern history at the University
An unusual one-yeattempts 8; conver- Kenyon with 13 points, while of Leeds, to lecture at the Univernet yards gained 370; average conversian
program
college
5.67
sions made l(run); points 14.
Fenn's Fred Davis was the game's sity of Pittsburgh. Her more recent works include: Cloudless
Johnson, HB; times carried 84;
Evans, HB and Walker, HB: high scorer with 21.
FG F T May, 1950; The Hidden River,
Write for
attempts 0 KENYON
;irds gained 294; yards lost 14; TD's 2; conversion
13 1955.
7
to:
3
brochure
tet yards
12.
F.L.
points
0;
made
Slade
gained 280; average conversions
8
3.33.
0
4
Bronson
Team Totals
0
Scoring: Td's 11; conversions 6 Ramsey
The Kenyon Film Society Presents
Individual Forward Passing
Dean F. H. McCloskey
2
McNeal
YL
1459;
YG
363;
TC
Rushing:
GATE of HELL
Leaders
Washington Square
3
Bronaugh
Holmes,
Winner of the
College
attempts 129; NG 1330.
9
1
7
Award
Film
Craig
International
Cannes
New York University
P0ir,cf NA 50: NC 17: Int.
completed 13; interceptions 1;
1
2
0
York 3, N.Y.
New
Leahy
yards
December 13 and 14
2; NG 242.
gained 1; average 15.3.
1572.
Hall
Rosse
8:15 P. M.
Total Off.: TP 413; NG
eidenkopf, QB-Fattempts
13 16 42
Punting: TK 35; YK 1572.
completed 4; interceptions 1;
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Longaker To Publish Book
On Role Of President

Chase Society Holds
Annual Fete For
Knox Children's Home
The Chase Society held its annual dinner and Christmas party
for children of the Knox County
orphanage Wednesday, December

Vs
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to,

'
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I

Wi'- -

IV

U"

10.

An annual affair, the festivities
dinner
consisted of a
in the lounge of Peirce Hall, followed by movies at Rosse Hall.
After the movies Santa Claus
arrived with presents for all the
children. Throughout the evening each member of the Society
acted as father to one of the
youngsters.
The party is to be paid for by
donations from Kenyon students.
Each Kenyon man was asked to
give one dollar to the Chase
Society representative in his
dormitory.
Explained President John R.
Symons, "The Chase Society is
an honorary service organizaiton
whose primary purpose is to promote good will between the students of Kenyon College and the
citizens of Mount Vernon."
Each year at the end of the first
semester, the group elects freshmen with outstanding records tc
become new members. A student
retains membership throughoul
J.McL
his sophomore year.
six-o'clo-

ck

Dr. Longaker

Academic Policy

McCREERY

(Cont. from Page 1, Col.
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Many volumes have been written to analyze and elucidate the
roles of the Supreme Court and the Congress in the area of American
civil liberties and civil rights. Unfortunately, however, too little
has been said about the position of the Executive in this capacity.
Richard P. Longaker, member of the Kenyon political science department, intends to assist in the removal of this virtual void with
his forthcoming book The President and Individual Liberties. Although the study will include some historical material (e.g., John
Adams and the Alien and Sedition Acts), the emphasis will be on
the administrations of Truman and Eisenhower.
Fewer Restrictions
Prior to World War II, Ameri- Downs Decreasing;
ca saw very little censorship of
i
Improvementi UteaJ
governmental activity and info.
Pleased with the decrease in mation, no loyalty and security
few restrictions on
the amount of down reports programs,
J?JM0 wiret,a.PPing by
given out this., semester, Dean
Federal agencies. Problems and
,
,
...
Edwards says that this indicates programs dealing with individual
"considerable improvement over liberties were handled primarily
last year." This is especially by the courts and legislation;
cuuve reulere.. .as
evident in the freshman class: a sponsibilities
for or concern
of the such areas. With the adventwith
comparatively low 47
of
freshmen received downs. Last the "Cold War" and the concoyear's figure was a high 62. mitant struggle with Russia, howresponsibilities
Also, there was a corresponding ever, Executive
in protecting and promoting indecline in the amount received by dividual liberties have clearly
upperclassmen this semester. The emerged
and become almost
percentage for the entire school dominant.
Longaker's contention
will
be
It
dropped by approximately
such Executive actions rethat
Caliber Rising
sulting from this shift in respoThere are many probable fac- nsibility have been largely negPer- ative in effect. He will point out
tors for this improvement.
haps the one most evident, the need for new Presidential
attention to an important respoespecially in the case of the fresh- nsibility
which has otherwise been
man class, is that the caliber of imperfectly fulfilled.
the classes may be rising. This
Aided By Grants
can be attributed to the fact that
Working under the auspices of
Kenyon's high academic reputa- research grants from the Fund
tion allows the selection of the for the Republic and the American Philosophical Society, Lonbest students.
gaker
to
done much
Undoubtedly this year's earlier gatherhasinformation fortraveling
his study.
rushing enabled the freshmen to His trips to Washington, D. C.
become better situated in their put him in contact with members
classes, resulting in better grades. of the Executive Department and
Congress as well as with leaders
Regardless of the cause, it is a of civil rights
pressure groups.
fact that there were far fewer
Trips through the South have
downs given this semester than taken him to the heart of many
of today's major problems in inwere given in the fall of 1957.
dividual liberties.
These trips
J.C. plus
many hours in university
government
and
libraries have
given Longaker valuable informJunior Dance
ation for his analysis of the new
(Cont. from Page 1, Col. 4)
role of the Executive in individual
fraternities.
liberties.
Tickets may be purchased prior
The President and Individual
to the dance from junior class Liberties is still in the process of
divisional representatives. They being written and will be puhopes, within
will also be on sale at the door blished, Longaker
the next year, or year and a half.
for $1.50, couple or stag.
W.T.
J. T. Moore
.

for seniors as well as freshmen.
Students doing poorly in a certain subject would be allowed to
getdrop the course at half-yea- r,
ting a half unit credit rather than
a full credit of the year courses.
The faculty has taken into consideration those problems which
would arise from such a calendar
change, and they find that with
a few exceptions the new proScholarship Policy
gram could be modified to cope
(Cont. from Page 1, Col. 1)
with such difficulties as might
e
reasons, and without so informin-thpresent themselves.
students at the time the schol
It is to be noted, that in effect,
arships were offered and accepted. most present freshman courses
John L. Stanley, President are year courses; the second
Archon Fraternity semester's work being based upon
a sound knowledge of work covStatement of the
ered in the preceeding semester.
Scholarship Committee
1. The Scholarship
Committee
Matters of Concern
tries in all cases to be fair in
Other matters of concern to
meeting the needs of students both student and faculty member
and tries with a limited amount alike are being considered by the
of money available to help as administration.
Some of these
many eligible students as possible. problems include a general disThe Committee, in its annual satisfaction
with the present
review of general scholarship grading system; a program leadstipends, reconsiders the needs ing toward more independent
in terms of the financial state- study of the part of the individual
On many oc- student; and modifications in the
ments submitted.
casions it has granted increases, present "honors work" system
and this necessarily limits the which might open the honors
amount available for other stu- field to more students of just
dents.
"below superior work."
2. Since 1956 the Kenyon CataHaving been accepted in prinlogue has stated as a condition cipal,
the proposed calendar now
governing scholarships that the awaits the final
vote, which will
amounts of all scholarships are serve to kill
proposal or bring
the
subject to annual review. Prior it to
realization
possibly by the
to 1956 it was customary to indi- Fall of 1959.
J.K.R.
cate the total amount of an award
four-yeon a
basis instead of
the current practice of setting the
stipend of a general scholarship
basis.
on a
MOUNT VERNON'S
With one exception, members
of the class of 1959 who have
COLLEGE SHOP
eligible
remained continuously
for their original general scholarship awards have received in all continue. Kenyon has been mov(due to increases) more than the ing in this direction over a two-yeamounts initially stated. The one
period, and this has been
exception has received the initial stated as a condition in our
amount.
catalogue.
e
On page 49 of the current
4. The total amount of scholarappears the statement, "In ship stipends (loans are not insetting the stipend of a scholar- cluded) budgeted in
ship, both when it is first awarded exclusive of Baker Scholarships,
and later when it is reviewed, differs by less than $2000 from last
the Committee gives first consid- year in a total of almost $70,000.
eration to the candidate's needs
5. From time to time there has
as it is expressed in his financial occurred among students the idea
statement.
Students in the so- that a B average automatically
phomore, junior, and senior years results in a right to a scholarship.
are expected to depend less heav- It should be obvious that the
ily on scholarship funds by ac- Committee makes awards from
cepting college loans and work limited funds made available by
opportunities."
gifts, endowed scholarships, and
3. With the efforts most col- appropriations by the Board of
leges are making to improve sal- Trustees from unrestricted enaries and with the
dowment.
increases in funds available for
A scholarship is a gift, the
loans
notably from the Federal money for which comes from
Government
reputable colleges revenue.
The Administration,
in general (e.g. Oberlin, Brown, and ultimately the Board of
Harvard, Yale, M.I.T., etc.) are Trustees, is free to allocate its
requiring loans as a part of the monies as in its judgment they
scholarship award.
best serve the interests of the
This trend may be expected to college.
year-to-ye-
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COMPLETES

Don McCreery of East Division
has completed the prescribed
course of study in seven semesters of work here at Kenyon, instead of the eight semesters
normally
required.
McCreery,
who is reading for honors in
Economics, is planning to attend
law school upon graduation from
Kenyon.
Although he will have completed his necssary work by
January 29, the end of this
semester, McCreery must return
to Gambier in June to receive his
certificate of graduation with the
rest of his class.
George Funo, Eric May and
George Weida successfully passed
examinatheir comprehensive
tions earlier this fall.
J.H.

Yesterdays
(Cont. from Page

2,

Col.

5)

minister was preaching at the
daily chapel, 8:15 a. m., when an
astonished and cackling white
rooster appeared, squawking and
flying about until finally captured
Even the President came in for
pranks. Lorin Andrews wrote of
the winter Sunday morning when
he found a pile of
k
and
old furniture at the entrance to
middle path, surmounted by a
large farmwagon. This pile had
been tossed with water and was
frozen into a stony mass.
After the Civil War sports appeared in Kenyon life. Baseball
began around '55, in '89 a polo
team started, Lacrosse came and
went, and hare and hound races
twereheld.
Boating and racing
on the Kokosing, which must
have been deeper then, also was
popular.
Two famous boating
trips were made over the 500
miles of river from Gambier, to
Cincinnati, one in '86 and another in '90.
In June, 1872, the first recorded
Kenyon dance was held, called a
"Promenade Concert." The dance,
ending at 12 midnight, listed four
quadrilles, eight waltzes, lancers
four times, one gallop, one
one schottische and a
Virginia Reel to conclude the
wild night. Thus begins the first
of the famous dance weekends.
by Ware Smith
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DUN NO,

JUST CAN'T

GET INTO TUB
SPIRIT. MAY5
IT'S XMSS-I'FLUNKING
HALF MY COURSES."
I

CHRISTMAS

M

a,

2nd Advent Concert
(Cont. from Page

I1S

VAN RHODEN'S

See Gary:

Horseback Riding

Photographic Equipment
24

Phone

Hour Finishing Service

3)

companiment.
Composers
represented are
Sweelinck,
Praetorius, Schop,
Buxtehude, Bruckner, and many
others. Included in the Music
are such old favorites as Adeste
Fideles and Holy Night.
T.B.

Dorothy's Lunch
Gambier

Beer and Food

the Square

Prescriptions

61

MEN'S WEAR
120 S- - Main St- Mount Vernon, Ohio

Drugs
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PRINTING
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ETC.

STATIONERY,
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3-31-
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Heckler Drug Inc.
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